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do you fancy a trip back in time to play some old school games with the kids or friends? mighty switch force! collection is a perfect collection for anyone who wants to kick back on the couch with a few video
games and some snacks. the original mighty switch force! has patricia as a police officer in search of escaped convicts in each of the short but inventive levels. mighty switch force! 2 sees patricia make a career

change to firefighting, as instead of a gun she now has a hose to help her extinguish fires and rescue citizens. mighty switch force! hyper drive edition is basically an enhanced edition of the original and was
released for wii u. it certainly is puzzling to see this featured as a separate game in the collection, given that it is basically the same game as the 3ds original aside from the new hd sprites yep, the pixel art is
still strong. finally, mighty switch force! academy largely retains the gameplay style of the other games, but presents levels as one large map where the character sprites are practically microscopic. it can be
extremely difficult to play as later levels get more crowded, but this zoomed-out perspective was designed for 4-player couch multiplayer in mind, and in this regard academy can result in a very fun afternoon

with friends and family. wayforwards puzzle-platforming series first debuted on the wii u eshop back in november of 2012, when the developer gave the original mighty switch force! an hd facelift and deemed it
the hyper drive edition. once upon a time, in the land of the nintendo 3ds, there was a game called the mighty switch force! collection. for some reason, the game never made it out of the japanese market, and
was never released outside of japan. however, for the time being, you can experience this gem of a game with no hassle. the reason this collection was never released outside of japan? it was released in japan
on the wii u virtual console for 600 yen, a veritable steal for the price of the game. the game has only been available in japan in the virtual console for the last few years, and many fans of the game have been

eagerly awaiting it’s release on the 3ds virtual console. today, that wait is over, and for a limited time, you can download the mighty switch force! collection for $3.99. now you can experience the classic mighty
switch force! games on your 3ds with all of the content, even the japanese voices, so if you were ever a fan of the series, there’s no better time to download it than right now! as you can see, the 3ds remake is
quite good, and i can definitely see this as a game that will keep me busy for a few hours a few times a week. it certainly is a treat for fans of the series, and for those looking for something new to play on their

3ds. thanks to @kiwijudo123 for the heads up. you can follow him on twitter.
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